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Loudest Cry  

 

You built me up so high 

With your words, with your lies 

All I could do 

was marvel at the view 

Didn’t look down 

To see how far I was 

from the ground 

Didn’t feel the structure shake 

Until it was too late 

 

You let me go, 

It dropped in a snap- 

Wait, no. 

Scratch that. 

I stayed. 

You were the one 

that walked away. 

 

Now I’m standing here 

in front of you. 

You stare at me, 

I stare at you. 

You don’t say a thing- 

No smile, no wink. 

 

You walk past me 

like I don’t exist. 

I want to call out 

“Do you remember any of it? 

The flirting, the games? 

The one time 

I let myself believe 

someone 

actually  

loved me- 

You built me up, broke me down 

Structurally unsound 

Why’d you make me fall  

if you weren’t going to catch me?” 

 

But I don’t say a word 

as you walk on by- 

 

 

 

 

silence 

is a girl’s loudest cry. 

 

Natasha Radtke 
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Monday 

 

You can’t imagine what it’s like to be me! Everybody hates me. My name is Monday. When I 

walk down the street, I see Friday. He thinks he is so cool! Everybody hates me because people 

have to go to school and work. People hate me because their free days are over. When people 

hear my name, they crawl right back into bed. Fat cats even write about me in the newspaper. 

How do you feel about Mondays? Probably bad, right? There is no hiding from me. I come and 

go just like the other days. Even I hate myself. I wish I was a cool day or at least a weekend. 

Sometimes people are tired from Sunday, so they skip school and work on Monday. Also, 

everything people wanted to do over the weekend, they now have to wait 5 more days to do. I 

wish I was never invented! 

 

Brian Villanueva 

 

 

To Say and To Do 

 

they say to forget about the past 

yet they’re hung up on events from last year 

 

they encourage you to be different 

yet they whisper about those who are 

 

they say that they’re against bullying 

yet they’re doing it themselves  

 

there’s a difference between saying something 

and turning your words into actions 

 

because if you make a commitment   

but you don't fulfill it  

then you don't have an excuse to call someone fake 

when you’re the fakest of them all 

 

Alex Heckmann 

 

Jobless 

 

There was a man named Bob 

   And he once had a job, 

        The man was hired 

       But soon he was fired. 

 

      And his boss was named Rob. 

 

Richard Mitchell 
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I Miss Those Days... 
 

I miss those days 

when everyone was happy. 

When I spilled tomato sauce on my new white shirt  

and couldn't care less.  

 

When I could stare into the moonlight  

and believe I could touch the stars. 

When I would fall down, but get right back up.  

 

I miss the days when I got read a bedtime story,  

and when my dad would tuck me in and tell me how much he loved me. 

 

I miss wearing my hair in pigtails, and my shirt backwards  

not caring what anyone would think.  

 

Mostly I miss not being judged.  

So, who cared if I had a bright red stain on my shirt, or my hair not brushed?  

I miss not having to worry about putting on makeup, and not wanting to look PERFECT. 

 

But I miss those days when spending time with family was like glue.  

When we would go into each other’s rooms on Christmas Eve and stay up late waiting to hear 

Santa's sleigh bells. 

When everyone got along.  

 

                                           I loved being  

                                                                       MYSELF, 

                                           without trying.  

                 

                                                                                             But most of all  

                                                                                                   I miss saying... 

 

“I want to grow up.”  

 

Lia Fernandez 
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Telescope 

 

My tunnel 

Of discovery 

It sees through 

The shining night 

Lit up like a giant city 

In the middle of absolutely 

Nowhere, 

Guides me to amazing wonder 

 

Max Merkel 

 

 

Floods 

 

Splash! I’m Flood, a disaster formed by weather. I can cause your whole house to be filled with 

water and look as if it’s a swimming pool. If there wasn’t so much rain, it would then just be a 

rainy day and that’s not so dangerous, like me. You might think I am just a bunch of rain, but 

that’s not true. I can kill people and destroy many homes. When my friend Rain is busy working 

for many days without a break, I am formed. I can make you drown and end up homeless, but I 

am not just a 100% disaster. If there wasn’t me, then the surface of the earth would always be 

dry. Also, no living species would be alive. But don’t forget, I can kill you. So when you think I 

am going to come, be prepared! 

 

Marrium Mufti 

 

 

Wind 

 

The icy cold hands 

That went inside my coat 

Rattled my ribs and shook my bones 

 

The twinkle twitter 

That went down my spin 

Went down too far and  

Touched my behind 

 

Michael Bento 
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Superman 

 

Never giving up 

Never going to stop 

You can’t get me to break 

So don't waste my time 

You’re never going to find the piece to get in my way 

You know it’s not true you're never going to do 

Anything to get me down 

Without a sound 

You thought you found 

My kryptonite 

Well, I wasn’t looking for a fight 

Because I have all the might 

To share 

To all that cares 

And to those not aware 

Who I really am 

 

Superman 

 

Sierra Metviner 

 

 

Light 

 

How come there’s so much light when you don’t need it, 

Yet so little when you do? 

 

There is that occasional moment 

When you approach the dark hallway 

And the light turns on. 

 

That isn’t light though, 

It’s hope. 

Hope that you’re going to be safe, 

Hope that you’re going to be okay. 

 

Hope is in all of us, 

We just need to find it. 

 

Sydney Donnelly  
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Feeling Seedy 

 

The strawberry was feeling seedy after 

growing mold in the fridge. 

 

The apple was steaming mad after being 

baked in the oven. 

 

The banana was a slippery character – it had 

escaped being gorged on twice. 

 

And the orange had been beaten to a pulp in 

the juicer. 

 

The apricot had a pit in its stomach – It had 

to make an appearance at the family picnic. 

 

The lemon was feeling sour after his 

cut-open lip started stinging. 

 

The plum was feeling blue after being 

tossed in the compost pile, 

 

And all these fruits were found in my 

morning fruit salad! 

 

Thomas Foster 

 

 

Tick Tock 

 

My Old Hands Move  

My Frail Numbers Still 

My Rusted Gears Grind  

My Resounding Alarm Roars 

Like A Unstable Hyena  

 

I Burst Into Laughter 

As My Owner  

Moans In Agony  

Of What Lies Ahead 

Another Day  

Of School.   

 

Christian Saltarelli  
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Everything 

Everything you do, 

Everything you say. 

You let everything, 

Fall out of your mouth. 

Cold words,  

And endless lies. 

Everything you do, 

Everything you say, 

HURTS. 

Emma Weis 

 

Sacred Life 

 

A comet turned into a bird 

That landed on a rock. 

 

The bird slushed into two fish 

The fishes jumped together into a frog. 

 

The frog shriveled into a blob 

That rose into a flower. 

 

The blue petals fell to make the ocean  

That cracked to make land. 

 

The land split to reveal the molten rock 

That hovered to make the sun. 

 

The trees started to flourish  

As in life has begun 

Because of a crystal comet. 

 

Coleman Pushlar 
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Forerunners 

 

An eagle soars above the land 

Weaving through the arms of trees 

Unit reaching a flat meadow 

Lush with green grass and blooming flowers 

 

Nothing revealing its past owners’ presence 

The natives of this land 

Forced from this area 

Gone but not completely wiped out 

 

A small village once stood here 

Brown stick and grey stone 

Where they lived in posterity 

One with nature 

 

Until one day others came 

With colorful clothing 

And superior weaponry 

Like aliens from another world 

Claiming the land as their own 

 

A spark of battle erupted 

The whoosh of arrows 

And the boom of rifles 

Screeches of fire engulfed the village 

Leaving nothing but black clouds of ash 

 

The natives retreated 

Falling back to the wood 

Leaving their first and only home 

For a new and distant land 

Never to return 

 

Now cows graze on the new grass 

And an arrowhead or two can be found 

But now the precursors are gone 

And nothing remains 

But this replenished meadow 

 

Eric Stenton 
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My Special Star! 

 

Twinkle twinkle little star, 

How I wonder who you are, 

You look over me every night, 

You kiss me on my cheek 

Before I go to bed, 

You are not with me down here, 

But you are with me in my heart. 

Thank you, 

Grandma  

 

Kayla Stascavage 

 

 

 

The Enemy Within 

 

In remission 

Life was easy  

Life was good 

 

Until her enemy returned 

With a thirst for revenge 

But she didn’t complain 

 

And then there was the stroke 

A new enemy 

That stole her left side 

 

There was pain 

She struggled 

But she never stopped believing 

 

She fought for three years 

But her body took beating 

And the enemy declared victory 

 

Life was good  

Life was hard 

And now she’s gone 

 

Sydney Theriault 
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Remember Me 

 

I remember the day it changed. 

The day I was alone. 

I was wax lit on fire, 

Melting in my gloom. 

Black tears emerge from my empty soul. 

Mother said it would be fine. 

But no. My life would never be the same. 

They put you down to bed 

To sleep forever more 

 

I wish you would wake up 

 

Although your eyes will never open, 

I hope you see the light. 

 

Your puppy face 

I’ll not forget 

 

 So please... 

   

  Remember me. 

 

Ariana Berrios 

 

 

 

 

Ash 

         

Boom! I am ash. I come out of something burning, but mostly out of my friend volcano. A 

volcano is formed when the magma in the center of the Earth mixes with steam causing it to 

explode. Then my cousin, smoke, and I are formed when the lava turns to molten rock. Then I 

come out of the burning hot rock. It is a lot of fun. I have the ability to kill organisms by lack of 

oxygen. My cousin smoke can also do that. Any time you see me that means something is 

burning very, very hot. 

 

Kenny Marici 
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The Art of Dance 

 

I am a dancer.  

preparing for class 

Hair pulled back, pink tights, black leotard 

I'm ready for class 

 

I put on my favorite shoes 

Pale pink, leather ballet slippers 

Stretching, twisting like a pretzel 

performing the perfect split 

 

Each dance I am in must be perfect 

I work night and day to get it this way 

My feet flinch and my toes contract as I practice 

For the day I step on stage 

 

I aspire to dance in NYC 

I will get there at some point 

But for now, I am practicing for my chance 

Spinning, splitting, breaking, rebuilding 

Repeating the same routine every single day 

It will be a painful process 

But I'm up for the challenge  

Because I am a dancer. 

 

Emily Traisci 

 

 

 

You are the Sun 

 

 Think happy in heart. 

  

 Don’t let those clouds come 

 

  And deflect the light. 

Be the sun and shine. 

 

Blind the eyes of clouds 

  And just be yourself. 

 

Allison Quinn 
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Wildfire 

 

Ignite! That’s my name and setting flame is my game. I love to set flame to things. Without me a 

wildfire wouldn’t be called a WILD-fire because I am the one that actually sets and spreads the 

flame to bushes, trees, and the ground. In fact, a wildfire would be a campfire if it weren’t for me 

doing all the work. I mean, my boss, lightning, puts me to work over 100,000 days a year. What 

with my enemy water always getting in my business and trying every single way to get me laid 

off. I mean, I’m usually minding my business doing my job spreading the flame, and he’ll try to 

stop me from spreading. How rude! So next time there is a wildfire in your area beware because 

I’m stronger than water. I ignite. 

 

Kate Capossela 

 

 

Sky Painting 

 

The sky is a canvas 

Rays of light shoot across it 

Ribbons of colors dance down to Earth 

The clouds make pictures 

But the painting is not always bright 

There is not always light 

The dark clouds roll in 

Lightning cuts through the sky 

Now it is more than just a drawing 

Water droplets start falling 

Thunder booms 

And we can no longer see the moon 

Everything comes together 

You see, the sky is forever 

 

Julia Gharaibah 

 

 

Flower 

 

Delicate like glass 

But takes time to pass 

Just a little one 

Can be so much fun 

Grow it like a child  

Grow it big and wild 

Every single ounce 

All of it counts 

 

Madison Katz 
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December 14, 2012  

 

I woke up…but something was wrong... 

I went to school…but something was wrong... 

I went to science and it was wrong. 

 Visions of children being shot.  It hurt my heart.  

They kept coming back to me until I saw it with my own eyes.   

 

26 lives were lost. 

26 families were devastated. 

12/14, remember that date… 

because 12 + 14 equals 26.  

 

Camryn DeCosta 

 

 

 

 

12/14/12: The Day 

 

I wonder…….. 

What if there had been snow 

crisp, clean, sparkling snow 

maybe even 5 feet of it 

schools would be closed down 

they would have had more time 

 

and 

 

what if 

what if it didn’t happen 

what if we could go back to being 

a small town in CT that the  

world has never heard of 

 

What if our lives could go back? 

The sun was shining but not in us. 

Overnight was all it took to go from 

nobodys to everybodys. 

 

Catie Richmond 
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A Painting in the Sky  

 

The sun sinks  

Below the hills 

Melting into the horizon 

Swirls of color 

Purple, red, orange, and blue 

Blending together 

Like paint on a canvas 

A burning image in my mind 

 

The moon rises  

Above the mountains 

A milky white sphere  

Against the darkened sky 

Navy blue, gray, and black 

Fusing together effortlessly  

A dark veil draping over the world  

A scene I’ll never forget 

 

Sarah Chen 

 

 

 

 

 

12 Brothers of a Year 

 

January brings nothing but snow. 

February brings spring. 

March brings in some holidays including St. Patrick’s day. 

April has showers of lush rain. 

May uses the showers to bring some flowers. 

June brings in summer for all to enjoy. 

July scares people into the water with its warmth. 

August is when summer starts to die. 

September unleashes the monster called school. 

October brings out witches and ghouls. 

November gives us a turkey feast. 

December is where it ends. 

However after December it starts all over again. 

 

Matt Ehrhard  
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TOASTER RAGE          

  

When people don’t make me mad,   

I am cool and calm 

But when they push my buttons  

I get hot and start to rage. 

My mood goes down 

As my rage intensifies. 

But when I calm down,  

I start to cool off.  

I change emotions in the flick of a switch.  

So don’t get me upset. 

 

If you try anything funny. 

I will burn and shock you 

I only have one weakness. 

The plug that controls me 

 

Jake Lalloway 

 

 

 

Electricity  

 

Dangerous electricity  

The flow of electric charge 

Buzzing, fizzing, and zapping  

The whole nine yards 

 

A full electric charge 

A silent force  

Full of energy 

As it takes it course 

 

Striking like a cobra 

Buzzing through the wires 

Fizzing like a soda 

Like the Philadelphia Flyers 

 

As it ends its adventure 

Traveling through the cables  

All I can feel  

Is a shock through the table 

 

Sam Steiner  
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Nazi Soldiers 

 

I have seen my country attacked by 

You 

Nazi Soldiers 

 

I remember what it was like to live in constant fear of 

You 

 

Everybody hated 

You 

Nazi Soldiers 

 

Our citizens were killed and injured by 

You 

 

I have memories in my head caused by 

You 

Nazi Soldiers 

 

I miss my family and friends who were injured and killed by 

You 

 

It wasn’t right 

 

You 

Should 

Be 

Ashamed 

 

Caroline Feeney 
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Sunset 

 

When the sun goes down 

A spectacular sunset comes with it 

Mesmerizing hues 

Blue, orange, pink, yellow, and purple 

 

A feeling of serenity takes over  

The beauty leaves me breathless 

I wish it would last forever 

I replay the image 

Again in my mind 

 

Eager to marvel 

At the loveliness of the horizon 

Another day 

Another sunset 

 

Melissa Knauer 

 

 

 

The Light of Death 

 

A golden, glorious flash of light 

Amazing and awe-striking to all 

With its towering and colossal height 

He always is immeasurably tall 

 

But he can cause many a fright 

Sensing your underestimation 

His jagged teeth give quite a bite  

And the ultimate debilitation 

 

Why people have an attraction 

Is an unsolvable mystery to me 

for one with the evil disposition 

Of singing for life’s tragedies 

 

Joseph Abraham 
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My Brother 

 

I look up to Sean 

He’s an outstanding role model 

Captain of the J. V. soccer team 

Starting midfield defender of the lacrosse team 

Straight A student 

I miss him since he left for college. 

 

We share memories 

The times we shared on vacation or home were great 

Vermont, Cape Cod, Maine, Florida, North Carolina 

Swimming together, 

Splashing each other 

Maybe team up on Eamon and Jason 

I miss him since he left 

 

He was always there to help me 

Whether it was school 

Sports  

A problem 

Advice  

Helping me in so many different ways 

When he laughed, I laughed 

When he was upset, I was upset 

When he was face palming, well, 

It was probably ‘cause of something I said 

I miss Sean 

 

Nolan Reilly 

 

 

My Nose 

 

My nose always runs 

it’s impossible to catch. 

If I get near it, 

It’s gone in a flash. 

It drips, 

and I slip. 

When I almost catch it, 

it blows its horn 

into my face.  

My nose knows it’s a disgrace. 

 

Alex Rugger 
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“The Best” 

 

No one holding you back  

You limit yourself  

Setting goals 

Trying to be the best  

 

Walking into school the first day 

Heart pounding - trying to find a friend to console 

Trying to look your best 

 

Homework quizzes test CMTs  

Pencil sharp, head held high 

No one holding you back  

Trying to do your best 

 

Laughter tears and more  

Childish foolish memories we have together  

Trying to have the best time 

 

No one holding you back  

You limit yourself  

Achieving your goals 

You can be the best 

 

Trevor Lewis 

 

 

 

You’re Mine, Oliver 

 

Only loved by me 

and I’m not even kidding 

they want to trade you 

 

You’re fat, you’re mean and 

antisocial. You’re vicious. 

and I love you. 

 

Maddie Beal 
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Tragedy 

 

Starring down a dark lonely tunnel 

The uncertainty builds 

The tunnel seemingly goes on  

Forever 

 

But what if there were two 

Starring down that same tunnel 

Would it be brighter  

 

But what if we all were in that tunnel  

Together 

Because together the tunnel no longer exists 

Together  

The world becomes a better place 

Together there is no more 

Fear 

Uncertainty  

Loneliness 

Because together  

 

We stand strong 

 

Matthew Williams 

 

 

 

 

 

Broken* 

 

 Shattered, 

    barren, 

       gone. Would scarcely know how you tore me apart.  

         My life is a barren field. My heart, My love, is shattered. Before 

I knew it you were gone and left me broken. 

 

Caroline Iannella 

 

* This is a found poem created with words from the following poems: “There Will Come Soft 

Rain,” “Otherwise,” “End of April,” and “Dreams.” 
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Time of Change  

 

The 7th grade 

Was a gruesome year 

Filled with love and hate 

And friends and enemies 

People changing, 

Friendships fading, 

And people fighting to stay themselves  

People judging others 

Then people hurt 

The careless students 

And the thoughtful teachers 

The girlfriends  

And the boyfriends  

With all the drama and hurt 

Everything and everyone changed  

In the 7th grade  

 

Rebecca Marques 

 

 

Differences  

 

The wind roars, you open up 

letting us see your true colors 

grass green, ocean blue, 

velvet red, yoke yellow  

different colors same purpose 

each one representing a cause  

representing a nation or a small group  

everyone is different, different meaning 

not one has the same design  

you represent the differences   

you are unique, you are a flag 

 

Harrison Manesis  
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Apples 

 

There are many types of apples. 

Red delicious, 

Granny Smith, 

Macintosh, 

And so many more. 

But, 

Have you ever thought about this..... 

People are apples. 

You can be popular like the Pink Lady, 

Or not as known like the Rome Beauty. 

The apple may look perfect on the outside, 

But may be bitter and rotten inside. 

Like people. 

The sour apple is known for how sour it is, 

But if you chew a little deeper in, 

You may find a big seed. 

So, don’t judge people on how they look, 

You may need to chew a little deeper in. 

 

Reese Reiling 

 

Those Glorious Days 

 

The golden sun shines bright 

Blinding me with the light 

Just like a summer haze 

It radiates those dreary days 

 

The soft buzzing of a bee 

Residing in plants that I see 

Sweet scented sun flowers decorate the lawn 

Just like a masterpiece that will soon be gone 

 

Families going to the beach 

Just to hear the seagulls screech 

Running through the cool white sand 

Making castles to fill the land 

 

The days grow longer 

Spirits get stronger 

Time will disappear 

When summer is here 

 

Anuja Patel 
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The Beginning 

  

The harmony between two people is astonishing 

The feeling you share with one another 

The feeling you get when you see their face 

The feeling to know that they love you back 

  

Love doesn’t just happen 

You have to create it 

Craft it and nurture it 

  

You don’t need to question your self about this choice 

These aren’t needs, they are wants 

Wanting to spend your life together 

Wanting to create memories together 

Wanting to continue your story together 

  

There is no doubt about your feelings 

You laugh, you cry, you share a smile 

 ‘til death do you part 

 

Daniel Macioce 

 

 

 

7
th

 Grade 

 

Oh, the seventh grade 

quibbling to get credit 

on a half-done sheet 

 

Oh, the seventh grade 

stifling a yawn  

during a boring lecture 

 

Oh, the seventh grade 

trying not to look puny 

for the crude cretin 

 

Oh, the seventh grade 

trying not to get run down 

floundering in the melee 

        

Blake Reale 
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Fallen* 

 

The soft shimmering rain whistled tremulously. 

We had eaten dinner together, but one day it was otherwise. 

Thinking of you it didn’t seem real, 

What had been there is now missing. 

Fallen it lives in my heart, 

Missing you, 

Tearing me apart. 

Not possible to live. 

A perfect shell, hallow 

A fallen delicate toy, 

Broken. 

My strong heart… 

Is now, 

Otherwise. 

 

Jenna Tumillo 

 

 

Dream Before It’s Gone* 

 

Spring, 

It didn’t seem real. 

Fall blossom, 

Frozen cherry tree, 

Broken robin’s egg, 

as delicate as a missing heart that cannot 

glisten when life dreams such love. 

 

But hold on to dreams, 

otherwise you would scarcely know that 

they were gone. 

 

Live life as if, 

When I looked inside, 

I will come in, 

and will open my wings, 

that were once gone. 

 

Keira Frame 

 

*This is a found poem created with words from the following poems: “There Will Come Soft 

Rain,” “Otherwise,” “End of April,” and “Dreams.” 
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Doors 

 

Running through the halls in my mind, 

Chasing ideas like a wolf chasing its prey, 

And all I am finding is, 

E 

   N 

       D 

           L 

              E 

                 S 

                    S 

                       D 

                          O 

                             O 

                                R 

                                   S 

Open one, close another. 

SLAM! 

Nothing. 

Ever. 

There. 

Then open, 

THE right door, 

Find the right idea, 

And never forget what it took to get me there. 

 

Conor Kelly 

 

 

Poem 

 

I would like to tell you, 

Unaware soldiers, 

That you can stop what is happening, 

Run away, 

Do not listen to Hitler, 

Do not kill innocent people, 

For even now, 

50 years after the Holocaust, 

An innocent person is watching, 

His country being attacked by zealots, 

Stop what you are starting, 

Run away while you still can... 

 

Luke Cardita 
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The Annoyances of Life 

 

A wave of annoyance hits me 

Like a foul stench in the air 

My brother is home I sigh 

Getting on my nerves 

He drives his car around 

So cool behind the leather wheel 

Gets me mad on purpose and laughs 

Beats me in everything 

Is smarter than me 

Is older than me 

An Absolutely Annoying Person 

 

Then the other part hits me 

The cooler and more helpful 

Side of my older brother 

He actually is pretty cool 

He’s smart but helps me with school 

Shows me new music and expands my mind 

A good musician and teaches me 

He is relaxed and never stressed 

He gets me happy 

My Brother 

Can’t live with him 

Can’t live without him  

 

Liam Carroll 

 

The Upside 

 

The pedals are falling, but still 

the flowers don't die. And the  

grass is fading, but not yet dry. 

Someone has left, yet more 

have returned. They say 

to let go, 

but you can always say no. 

It's always easier to look somewhere else 

where the skies are brighter 

and where you can become a stronger fighter. 

Just look at the bright side 

when nothing goes right, 

because there is always going to be a light.  

 

Millie North 
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Spiders 

 

Black 

Small 

And sometimes large 

 

They crawl 

And  

They crawl 

 

They are definitely  

NOT 

Adored 

 

You see it 

Now you don’t 

 

You won’t see it again 

Until you’re in bed  

 

And you look 

Up 

 

Rachel Stenton 

 

 

Enkindle 

 

Under the deep free universe 

an eternity 

of translucent light 

together 

we’ll see the porcelain sky 

shatter 

into night 

and wake in morning 

summer’s 

light. 

 

Abby Sutton and Gianna Dipaola 
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Nowhere Girl 

 

that's what it comes down to 

alone again 

part of a band 

of nowheremen 

ideas and worlds 

i build up so quick 

for nobody but 

myself, lickety split 

and then i start to think 

they're not that good. 

i'm not that girl 

the american one 

with her hands in the air 

and her life in the sun 

i'm not a miss atomic bomb 

but i do a lot of wrong 

or so it seems 

but i wanna see you again. 

i'm an alien 

from outer space 

with raven hair 

and a pale scared face 

leave me to roam my strawberry fields 

don't chase after me nipping at my heels 

i know you're gonna try 

i don't know why 

yes 

i do 

i don't deserve you. 

 

Mira Zylali 

 

 

In Fast Forward 

 

my life has been going by so fast 

it feels like it’s in fast forward 

and I’m traveling through time 

when I look back 

it seems like a blur of events that happened in seconds 

why is it going so fast? 

 

Sophie Baluzy 
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Fall 

 

The wind starts to wake up 

And the trees fall limp 

 

The colors zing toward you 

But you choose to stay inside 

 

The canvas of new drifts away 

For it has now been painted 

 

The sun has been ceased 

And the dark days from below begin 

 

The geese quack up a storm 

They know their leave is long overdue 

 

The animals go into hibernation 

And school starts up again 

 

Olivia Kappel 

 

 

 

 

Fear 

 

It snakes around you 

Squeezing the joy out of your soul 

It stays there like a parasite 

Your whole life 

It knows you can’t stop it 

You can never win 

Waiting for the right time to make you 

Tremble and shake 

 It will only let you see darkness 

To torture yourself into letting go 

Of the good completely 

It vaporizes your optimism until 

There is none left 

 

Ahjeetha Shankar 
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My Dog  

 

She is my life 

She is my friend 

I’ll stay with her until the end 

 

She knows me best 

She loves me most 

Our loves goes from coast to coast 

You may be wondering who “she” is. Here’s a hint. 

 

She has four legs 

You guessed it right 

You guessed it wrong 

Either way, she is my dog. 

 

Zack Honse 

 

 

 

 

A Converse Year  

  

First it is all white 

clean and sparkling 

crystal clean and cold 

not another color in sight 

the world sleeps until the sun warms up 

then comes the wet and mud 

it stains the perfect white 

animals, plants, and feet grow 

then the world dries 

the sun shines as the world gasps for cool air 

dust flies everywhere 

then comes the fall, 

the fall of fabric from rubber,  

and leaf from tree 

suddenly, 

it is time to get a new pair, 

of white, 

sparkling clean 

sneakers 

 

Emma Morton 
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Bored 

 

  I’m so bored, 

 There’s nothing to write about, 

 There’s nothing fun to do, 

There’s nothing to write about, 

I’m supposed to be writing a poem, 

 But there’s nothing to write about, 

  Wait! 

  Hold the phone! 

I just wrote a poem about being bored. 

 

Matthew Zaffuto 

 

 

My girls 
 

My entire life is passing by right in front of me. 

All of my friends are changing, growing, but always loving. 

Shopping, vacations, and beach trips together. 

Each and every one of us are different, 

But still the same. 

 

Every day we laugh together. 

On the bus to the night swims in the summer. 

You’re the most caring friends I have. 

You’re the kind one. 

 

Complete opposites, but I still find us the best of friends. 

I’m going to be jealous of your dance skills forever. 

I have never had a bad day with you. 

You’re the funny one. 

 

According to many you’re the weirdest kid ever. 

You are, but I love you. 

You don’t even try, but everything you say kills me with laughter. 

You brighten my days. 

You're the crazy one. 

 

My three favorite girls. 

You’re like the sisters I never had. 

I love all of you, and I don't know what I would do without you. 

You’re my best friends. 

 

Sarah Egan 
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The Cabin in the Woods 

 

The cabin in the woods 

Tucked away under the willow trees 

Where no one would see 

 

The old cabin 

With the old chimney 

With the little old woman that starts the fire day 

After day 

 

Then Poof it’s gone 

 

The cabin in the woods was no longer in the woods 

 

Just the woman and her imagination 

 

Gillian Manesis 

 

 

Spring 

 

The trees start to bloom 

There is warmth in the soft breeze 

Spring is arriving 

 

Bailey Wagner 

 

Fall 

 

Fall, Fall, 

     I look out my window, 

Leaves falling, changing colors, 

     Pumpkin carving 

Funny, spooky, and angry faces, 

     Trick or treating, candy eating 

Raking and shoveling 

     Jumping in leaves. 

Apple picking, eating pie 

     Costume hunting 

Ghosts come out, scare you with a BOO, 

     Can’t wait until that comes up, can you? 

 

Jordyn Strati 
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Planner 

 

You’ve wished for 

this  

moment since 

the first page. 

And now you want to  

take it back 

to page 

88. 

 

The days go by so 

fast, I 

wouldn’t miss 

them for the  

world. 

But in our hearts we 

now know 

summer’s near, 

we’ll have to 

leave soon. 

 

But up to page 88 in our 

planners, 

our knowledge has grown, 

our strength has grown, 

our friendship has grown. 

 

So now just remember, 

Your planner can’t dictate 

the end of school. 

Carry on with friends, and 

fix broken relationships before it 

all ends. 

 

Macie Carroll 
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Love* 

 

Opens a delicate shell in my heart for you. 

 

My life is perfect 

With you. 

 

It might have been otherwise. 

 

I know one day my love for you  

Will be tearing me apart.  

 

I know one day you will be 

Gone. 

 

And my heart will be  

Broken, shattered, and all my  

Dreams will be gone.  

 

When I die my 

Wings will fly me up to you. 

 

And inside my heart there will be a 

Perfect shell with you and me.  

 

 

Amber Howe    

 

*This is a found poem created with words from the following poems: “There Will Come Soft 

Rain,” “Otherwise,” “End of April,” and “Dreams.” 

 

 

Hello Moon 

 

The Moon illuminated and bright, round as a sphere. It looks like it’s coming near! The 

tremendously large moon grew closer and LARGER! I panicked as the colossal disk bolted at 

my window! “Smash!” The Moon halts at my transparent windowsill. I’m shaken up, but I could 

still move. I cranked open my window and muffled, “Hello Moon,” hoping for a reply. 

“HELLO,” the Moon bellowed back. I motioned my hand towards the Moon and felt its texture. 

It felt rough and bumpy and at the same time smooth. It smelled like dirt and earthy rocks. The 

Moon sounded hushed and lonely, which made me feel lonely also. The Moon looked like a gold 

platter with charcoal colored dents. The Moon bellowed, “It’s day. I must go.” I had to agree. 

“Well, bye, Moon. It’s great seeing ya.” I cranked my window closed and watched the “Star” sift 

back into space. 

 

Liam Enea 
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Farewell  
 

Steering through life 

Around troubles, 

Through happiness. 

The boat finally docks 

It’ll be hard to say goodbye 

The journey was fun 

And I’ll miss it so much 

Sometimes storms hit, 

When we weren’t prepared 

But together 

We were strong 

Standing side by side 

We got through the darkest days 

And survived the worst 

The clear days though, 

They were the best 

Singing and dancing 

Everyone together. 

But alas, 

We must be leaving 

Our dear old ship of life, 

But I’ll miss it, 

So very much. 

 

Claire Lennon 

 

Blossoms 

 

Full of life 

 

He is so many things 

Blossoming with imagination 

 

Surrounded by others 

Helping him grow 

 

Ready for anything 

Many challenges lie ahead 

 

Young and fresh 

Growing up to become 

 

A tree 

 

Aharon Schwartz 
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The Little Polish Boy 

 

Dear soldiers, 

 

Did you know that you  

Changed our lives 

For the worse 

 

Not the better. 

I lost my home 

My family 

And my young soul. 

 

Did you know that you 

Changed our lives 

For the worse 

Not the better. 

 

I hid in fear of you 

Finding me 

I was paranoid 

Of the world 

 

I heard gunshots 

And saw friends 

Die 

I was just 

A nine-year-old. 

 

I hid in fear of you 

Finding me 

I was paranoid 

Of the world. 

 

What if your country 

Was invaded, 

I wouldn’t laugh, 

I’d cry. 

I know how horrible it is. 

 

Dear soldiers, 

Just know 

What you did, 

You can never take back. 

 

Sabrina Zavarelli 
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Life’s a Beach 

 

Sizzling sand seeps through my toes 

Feet sinking in as I race to the water   

Passing unique shells on the beaches surface    

Sand dollars and shells, I spot them all 

 

Cool water and various waves submerge over my head 

Waves crash one by one onto the beaches surface  

Salty, brisk water refreshes me from the lengthy day 

Cooling me off from the blazing sun 

 

The gorgeous beach makes me thrilled  

Which makes my family have a sterling time 

Cool water, scorching sun, wonderful days  

Make the beach a great place to stay 

Life's a beach 

 

Niko Droukas 

 

 

 

Mosquitoes 

 

They come out this time of the year 

And instantly, they strike fear 

 

There is no security pill 

They go in for the kill 

 

There is bug spray 

That is called Stay Away  

 

Smoke can also protect 

And can swatters reject 

 

So when the mosquito clique 

Comes to bite your cheek 

 

Grab the bug spray 

To hold them at bay 

 

Alex Loranger 
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Little Polish Boy 

 

Why does it have to be this way? 

Discrimination because of your ways, 

all you wanted to be was accepted. 

 

A belief is yours to hold, 

Soldiers lower your guns and realize, 

the little hearts about to be killed. 

Not because of their choice 

But yours 

 

Think of the hearts 

About to be shattered  

Families torn, because you can’t accept  

The ways of the Little Polish Boy 

 

Their innocence and rosy cheeks 

Shattered by a devil 

You’re a devil’s army, tearing hopes, 

And killing futures 

 

Lay down your machine guns  

look in their eyes, 

not at their coats. 

They only wish to be accepted 

Not aware of the vicious Nazi soldiers 

 

Think of the hearts  

About to be shattered 

Families torn, because you can’t accept 

The ways of the Little Polish Boy 

 

A small smile to be perished forever. 

Lay down your guns, 

Be the new light; 

In the world of eternal dark. 

 

I wish 

To be 

Your light. 

Little Polish Boy. 

 

Morgan McGovern 
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No Hitter 

 

The Players take the field 

And the ump shouts PLAY BALL! 

Time to play baseball 

Nine innings of joy. 

 

Three innings in the books 

Still no score 

A classic pitchers duel  

But the game is still young. 

 

Seventh inning stretch time 

The home team is in the lead 

The man on the mound is cruising along 

He hasn’t allowed a hit. 

 

Top of the ninth 

The count 0-2 

Two outs in the inning  

One more to go. 

 

The pitcher stares at the catcher 

As he gets his sign 

He gets set  

And throws his pitch. 

 

STRIKE THREE! yells the ump 

The crowd goes wild 

History has been made 

What a game! 

 

Curt Bishop 
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On Track  

 

Speeding across the track  

Screams and cheers of spectators  

Spin outs, crashes, fender benders  

Swerving through competitors  

Drifting through turns  

Almost to the finish 

The checkered flag seems so close  

But in reality is so far 

Approaching the finish line  

The flag waving through the breeze  

The two front tires cross the finish  

The winner revealed  

 

Chris Brattesani 

 

 

 

Tools of Our Generation 

 

Constantly expanding 

Constantly growing 

Constantly improving by the minute 

 

For there is no past 

Nor is there a present 

But only a future yet to come 

 

Progressing quicker than the human race 

Progressing quicker than evolution itself 

 

Striving to ensure a luxurious life 

Striving to ensure an everlasting heartbeat 

 

Allowing people to connect through the digital age 

Allowing communication with great ease 

 

Very prompt, very pleasurable 

Tools of our generation 

 

Tim Bogues 
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We stand here now  

Commemorating all that we achieved  

The four years we spent here 

The lasting friendships we received 

 

We stand here now  

And need to be driven  

In order to succeed  

Through this tremendous transition  

 

We stand here now  

At our eighth grade graduation 

Our middle school careers  

Come to culmination 

 

We stand here now  

With so much potential 

Our futures before us 

Our dreams so essential 

 

We stand here now 

And can create our own destiny 

Let’s go out and become  

The stars we were born to be 

 

Savannah Ryan 

 

 

Indistinct Thoughts 

 

It’s hard to remember 

When you awake 

Because you can’t see them 

But something inspired them 

 

They could be about the beautiful things in life 

They could portray what you want to happen 

A message trying to get through to you 

 

Forgetting everything else in the world 

Laying down and falling into a deep sleep 

Just close your eyes and imagine anything 

Anything you want 

 

Nicole Decicco 
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I Wait All Year 

 

I wait all year 

For the golden ray of sunshine 

Pounding on my face 

Feeling the sweat run down 

 

I wait all year 

To jump into the pool 

Feel the water cool my body 

Hear the laughter of my friends fill the air 

 

I wait all year 

For campfires 

Watching the flame tackle each other 

Singing songs 

 

I wait all year 

For summer 

 

Emma Jowdy 

 

 

 

High school 

 

the good memories and the bad  

we hold at Whisconier 

the teachers that we had 

helped us ever year 

 

you can be the best 

the teachers always said  

you can ace this test  

with all things you’ve read 

 

so hold your head up high 

don’t be afraid  

don’t be shy 

it’s just ninth grade 

 

Austin DaSilva 
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Light the Lamp 

 

Hop over the boards 

Step on the slippery white surface 

Dig my blade into the ice 

Call for the puck 

 

Black rubber disc flying across the ice 

Perfect pass 

Right on the tape 

I look up  

Open ice  

Defensemen are gone 

 

One on one 

The last line of D 

The goalie 

Skate in 

Look top left corner 

Wind up 

My stick flexes 

 

Woosh 

The puck rockets off my blade 

Past the mesmerized goalie 

The crowd roars 

The goal horn sounds 

I had lit the lamp, once again 

 

Jack Wallin 
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I Am the Dented Water Bottle 

 

Stolen periodically, but not rhythmically  

I sit with no voice, cast aside on someone’s desk 

Tortured and dismissed, I move on dismally  

 

I stand broken, battered, but strong  

Continuously thrown about and kicked 

Before being thrown into the throng 

 

Chipped, ugly, about to decompose 

I continue to serve my purpose 

Waiting for my days to come to a close 

 

I’ll soon be gone, as I am a disgrace 

Only for some other poor soul 

To come and take my place 

 

Mia Steadman 

 

 

The Breathtaking Coaster 

  

Adrenaline rushing through my veins 

Waiting impatiently in the lengthy line 

My heart pounds against my chest 

  

                                            r 

                                         e 

                                      h 

                                   g 

                                 i 

We begin to travel h             

Into pitch-black darkness 

Illuminated far below me 

Is the entire amusement park 

  

We reach the top 

One-hundred forty feet above the ground 

Rushing down at 75 miles per hour 

Around loops and screeching through turns 

A thrilling, terrifying, heart pounding journey 

Comes to a halt, everyone screaming with joy 

 

Jacob Morse 
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Playing football in the fields 

Eating lunch last 

Barely passing math class 

Trying to be the best 

 

Got an A+ in Spanish 

Playing the saxophone 

Writing poems in literacy 

Being the best 

 

Finished the year strong 

Studied hard all the way 

Remember the good times 

You can be the best 

 

Ian Gracia 

 

 

 

The Crafter 

 

You wake up in a place you’ve never been 

You wonder where you are 

What is your purpose? Where do you begin? 

Build, survive, and spar 

 

A cube land that holds many mysteries 

A place with endless possibilities 

 

People say it’s just a game 

But to me it is more than that 

It connects friends and fame 

But where to start at? 

 

My expertise will help me build 

My blocks will soar to the rafters 

I know that I possess the skill 

I am of course The Crafter… 

 

Thomas Bernardo 
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The Hunt 

 

In the midst of dry hot air 

With fur as soft as the silkiest of hair 

 

Nothing beating him in a race 

Black and white stripes slash across his face 

 

His eyes piercing, cobalt blue 

Just staring down tonight’s food 

 

The big cat crouching down without sound 

In the dry, brittle grassed ground 

 

The flying, feathery dinner is found 

It being so succulent and round 

 

Leisurely paddling in the still river 

Carelessly unafraid, not even a shiver 

 

The hunter stealthily moving in for the kill 

Keeping out of visual range with deft skill 

 

As close as he can get for the strike 

He waits for the duck to be occupied or the like 

 

Cautiously shifting his weight, he needs no luck 

Silently flying over the grass to the careless duck 

 

Waiting for the delicious crunch  

For bones and blood make a delightful lunch 

 

His mouth desiring for this succulent treat 

But before he could land on his feet 

 

The meal taking flight, oh so high 

Up into the brilliant, blue, puffy-clouded sky 

 

Kora Kukk 
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As I entered school 

Everything seemed to be the same 

We were learning our ABC’s 

And 123’s 

It was just an ordinary day 

  

Something happened 

I’m scared 

So is everyone else 

I’ve never seen my teacher cry before 

She told us we need to be silent 

 She told us that there is a bad guy here 

And that he wants to hurt us 

We all can’t help but cry 

My teacher tells us she loves us 

And that everything will be okay 

While she’s holding back her tears 

But something tells me 

We won’t be okay 

  

The bad guy is in my classroom 

He’s frightening me 

There is blood 

Gunshots 

Screaming 

Crying 

What is going to happen to me? 

  

I’m somewhere new now 

They call this Heaven 

I’m looking down at my family 

They are all heartbroken 

But I am safe here 

With my principal, friends, and teachers 

I am now an angel 

 

Arianna Pina 
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My Life 

 

I ran through the good 

And fought through the bad 

I’m happy to say I still am glad 

Life is a fight 

You don’t have to be the best to live it right 

Life is a game 

You don’t have to win it to have the fame 

The title of your life 

The heart in your soul 

In life set a goal 

My life is like a bike 

Peddling it fast 

Trying so hard not to crash 

I have fallen quite often 

I have a while till I’m in a coffin 

Not worried now 

Living life large 

I go to sleep so I can recharge 

I have a lot ahead 

A lot to live 

Now time to go to sleep in my bed! 

 

Dimitri Epting 

 

It’s More Than a Game 

  

A white ball approaches you 

Through the blazing wind 

The sweat drips down your face 

As you swing for the fences 

The crack of the bat is like harmony to your ears 

  

The ball carries over the rocky dirt 

And glides past the thick grass 

As the moonlight shines down over the stadium 

Fans focus on the ball of red and white 

As it gracefully leaps beyond the wall 

  

Notable fans raise their hands 

With glory and a sense of victory 

You touch home plate and the lights go down 

And the next game awaits 

Baseball is more than a game 

It is a shining star through my eyes 

 

Jonathan Pistone 
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The Best 

 

Four years have passed 

Times have changed 

From kindergarten till now 

Memories have been made 

 

A new school is near 

New teachers and rooms 

At BHS 

 

Tears  

Laughter 

Anger 

Passion 

 

From the bed bugs at DC 

The duck tour at Boston 

The fun adventures to Quassy 

To all our social dances 

 

All of us 

Stand proud and tall 

To be the best 

At what we do 

WMS has lots of drama 

From friends to teachers 

To homework and parents 

We will all have those memories 

 

Here we go 

Here we come 

Ready to graduate 

As the Class of 2017 

 

Taylor Mineo 
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The Fire Within 

 

The warm glow of fire heats the air 

Lighting with a spark, and dying a flickering ghost 

The lingering scent of a freshly kindled fire  

Lighting up the world around 

 

Vibrant reds 

Deep oranges 

And yellows as fierce as the sun 

Piercing the air with their ghastly light 

 

Igniting the fury within the unborn flames 

Bursting at full force 

Swaying eerily in the dark night 

Leaving sparks of fire in its wake 

 

Flames dancing 

In the swift night gust 

Fire extinguishing 

But waiting to be lit once again. 

 

Jarett Sutula 

 

“You Can Be the Best” 

 

You can be the best  

Even when you know you’ve failed 

 

Here at WMS 

There were the memories of 

Good times and  

Bad times 

 

There was the duck tour crash in Boston 

The “carpet beetles” of D.C. 

And every time we went to Quassy 

 

But here at WMS 

With all our friends and teachers 

Our dreams are coming true 

 

The future looks bright 

And everyone’s a success 

All independent by graduation 

 

Guy Shaffer 
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The Wall 

 

While living life 

There is always a wall 

It may be big 

It may be small 

But there is always a wall 

 

This wall can be anything 

Loss of a loved one 

Deep dark depression 

Stress, sadness, anxiety 

But there is always a wall 

 

This wall may be far away 

You may feel happy 

Like there’s nothing in your path 

Like nothing can stop you 

But there is always a wall 

 

Pain and disease 

Disaster and death 

Things out of your reach 

Things out of your control 

But there is always a wall 

 

Even when you are old 

And sick in your bed 

Like the ones you have lost before 

You look back to the walls you have conquered 

But this is a wall you cannot get over 

 

This wall that you cannot climb 

This wall that makes you much weaker 

This wall that you cannot climb 

This wall tells you there are no more walls 

This wall is the one nobody can climb 

 

Dylan Hauer 
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The Heartbreak 

 

Why do people pass away? 

Why did you have to die? 

Why? 

 

The pierce of our hearts 

The teardrops  

The fighting 

 

I just wish I could hear your voice  

Hug you once more 

And tell you I love you 

But I can’t 

 

I wish you were still here 

Without you  

My life won’t be the same 

 

I miss you 

And I will always love you 

The laughs we shared 

The jokes we made  

And the memories 

Will be with me forever 

 

Cooper Mahoney 

 

 

 

The Water’s Edge 

 

I feel the grainy sand beneath my feet 

The blazing sun beating down on my back 

And for these few moments 

I feel immortal 

I feel free 

The ocean waves slam against the shore letting out a huge splash 

While I lay on my stomach 

Cherishing each and every second of this wonderland 

No worries 

No regrets 

Only memories 

At the water’s edge 

 

Alina Sequeira 
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You Can Be The Best  

 

You can be the best  

You can go the distance  

And that we did  

 

5th to 8th  

The bottom to the top 

 

Just to start again  

A new day   

A new beginning 

 

Getting to the top  

Reaching for your goals  

Becoming the best  

 

The new school 

The new teachers 

And a new start 

 

Its a rush yet a hushed afraid 

Of what comes next  

Of the expectations  

 

The long halls  

And the towering seniors 

At the bottom again 

 

But soon to rise  

Just another four years  

Of laughing and fun times  

 

But we have to start again  

And that we will  

Strong and courageous   

 

9th to 12th  

The bottom to the top 

 

You can be the best  

You can go the distance   

And that we did   

 

Brenan Culhane 
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Time to Fly 

 

As we grow up 

They always tell us to be 

The dreamers and believers 

The ones who succeed 

 

Do what you desire 

Let your heart guide the way 

Life is what you make it 

Don’t let your dreams stray 

 

It’s our time to fly 

Everybody here 

We’re going to high school  

Our aspirations are near 

 

So don’t let your apprehension 

Decide what you will do 

Have no regrets  

Let your dreams shine through 

 

Your goals may seem far 

But they’re closer than it seems 

It’s time for us to shine 

Get ready Class of 2017 

 

Jillian DeLucia 
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Be your Best 

 

We started out puny 

Not knowing what to do 

But we did the best we could 

To make it through 

 

Reaching for our potential 

We accomplished the great quest 

From fifth to eighth grade 

We did our best 

 

Strive to be the best 

You have the decision 

Work for your goals 

Fulfill your vision 

 

Never give up your dreams 

The sky's the limit 

Class of 2017 

We finally did it 

 

Lucas Joshi 

 

The Art Within the Sky 

 

Cotton candy in the sky 

Scattered atop bright blue  

The first thing that steals my eye 

The place where planes soar through 

 

Clouds that reign above the earth 

A blanket for the sky 

Soft, weightless like a feather 

Soothing like a lullaby 

 

For clouds do change in weather 

Dark like an endless maze 

Suffocating, darkening 

Forever in a haze 

 

Many clouds are in the sky 

Scattered atop bright blue  

The first thing that steals my eye 

The place where planes soar through 

 

Daniela Zach 
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Dreamland 

 

The beach, my life 

Blue waters, sun and sand 

For children, it is a dream land 

 

Rugged waves crashing back and forth 

Seashells, sand castles and swimming  

As the sun starts dimming 

 

Everything is perfect 

Bathing suits, sunglasses and flip flops 

Even unique gift shops  

 

Everyone so similar  

Making memories each day 

As we watch the children play 

 

The beach, my life 

Blue waters, sun and sand 

For me, it is a dream land  

 

Allie Paster 

 

This Is My Home 

 

This is my home 

The dark, unknown ocean 

The bright, beaming sun 

The endless shore line 

 

The slight sea salt breeze 

The smell of sunscreen 

The sound of waves crashing 

The sand against my feet 

 

Lots of adventure to seek  

Playing in the sand 

Harassing the birds 

Swimming in the water 

 

This place keeps me calm  

Time slowly fades away 

This place makes my day 

This is my home 

 

Valerie Ralston 
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Positive, Hopeful and Fearless 

 

A room full of darkness  

Shows a spec of light  

The dark starts to fade  

And the room becomes bright  

 

The room still shines  

But the darkness never faded  

So the light took over  

Now the dark was invaded 

 

Light shows no fear  

And the dark shows sadness  

The light is my hope  

And the dark is my madness 

 

The dark can come back 

When I don't try  

So never say never  

And kiss the dark goodby 

 

As the light shines  

My life becomes clear 

To be positive  

And never show fear   

 

Teja Gallop 
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The Future is Ours 

 

With haste and hurry 

Goes the final year 

If we’re happy or sad 

It’s not yet clear 

 

Lately it’s tough 

Not to sit and reminisce 

On the fun and happy times 

We will so desperately miss 

 

Teachers and staff 

Who became mentors and friends 

Are equally sad 

That the school year soon ends 

 

Although memories made 

Will be remembered forever 

We have to move on 

And we'll do it together 

 

Another step up 

To high school we go 

A place where interests 

And talents will show 

 

A part of your life 

That’s extremely influential 

Providing classes and courses 

To discover your potential 

 

A place that will challenge you 

And put you to the test 

A place that reminds you 

You're born to be the best 

 

As our life progresses 

Don't cease to dream 

For they are the mighty current 

That push along the stream 

 

Dreams are the spark 

That ignite the roaring fire 

and fills you with hope 

To climb higher and higher 

So I say one last time 

The future is ours 

Class of 2017 

Let’s shoot for the stars 

 

Samuel Stueck 
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Determined 

 

Buoyant as she looks to what her future calls 

Standing tall in life’s halls 

And always cordial and candid 

Well planned like wood sanded 

She is the one that is handed the demands 

That are to be completed as time commands 

With her landing on her feet 

Doing this makes her feel complete 

No obstacle or dilemma will 

Keep her from facing the days bill 

Always keeping her enemies at bay 

In a seat she can see every day 

No rift between friends 

Will drift from making amends 

Erratic people with a mean face 

Have tried to get on her case 

But she follows the rays of the sunlight 

Which always takes her soul to a star so bright 

Disposition plays an important role 

In reaching her goals deep in her soul 

She is the commander that I wish to be 

That can facilitate her destiny 

 

Carina D’Orazio 
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Life Has Changes 

 

Dreams I have 

High school ahead 

Sports, trips, and events 

Meeting new people 

Hoping for the best 

Dreams I have 

 

Memories I keep 

It happened during school 

Five miles away 

Bang, Bang gunshots 

Kids crying, Kids dying 

Memories I keep 

 

Memories I keep 

Dribbling down the field 

Passing, scoring, cheering, so excited 

Playing for Whisconier 

Meeting new people like me 

Always competing 

Memories I keep 

 

Dreams I have 

Wanting to accomplish everything 

Succeeding, I hope 

Hoping for good grades 

Playing high school sports 

I will complete my dreams 

Dreams I have 

 

Carter Birdsall 
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Fireworks 

 

Waiting… 

To break out of your shell 

To explode like a firework 

To break down your wall 

To burst 

Into something better 

 

Calm to exciting 

Dull to bright 

Trapped to free 

 

It’s time  

Everyone gathers around 

To see you ignite 

To see you shoot high and proud 

And with one touch of the flame 

 

You explode 

 

Shannon Stubbe 

 

The Sanctuary 

 

A peaceful and quite place 

Where crystal clear cold water quietly runs down 

It carries leaves, sticks, and small trees 

silently sweeping away anything in its path 

 

Green moss covered rocks line the stream 

Like buildings lining city streets 

These smooth stones create beautiful rapids 

Washing away anything that enters 

 

Trees with all their colorful leaves fill the area 

Dropping the ones that are no longer needed 

Peacefully drifting downstream to the end 

 

Bright and fragile trout call this stream home 

This is where they were born, and raised 

Always searching for the next meal 

Trying to find an end to the stream 

 

Full of colors 

Full of beauty 

Full of life 

 

Pond Brook is my sanctuary 

 

Josh Morrissette 
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My Best Friend 

 

Play, Play, Play 

 

 

He loves to play aggressively 

Rambunctious as a badger 

Plowing over you like a tank 

Leaving a path of destruction 

Chewing his new toy 

Like a baby and his pacifier 

He’s happy as a clam 

He chews on, and chews on 

 

He loves to play 

He loves to play 

Oh how he loves to play 

 

Sleep, Sleep, Sleep 

 

He loves to sleep so quietly 

Lethargic as a sloth 

Sleeping like hibernation 

Not waking ‘till spring  

Loving his bed  

Like his true first love 

He’s happy as a clam 

He sleeps on, and sleeps on 

 

He loves to sleep 

He loves to sleep 

Oh how he loves to sleep 

 

I’ll forever love my furry pal 

I love my dog 

I love my dog 

Oh how I love my dog 

 

Sam Petriccione 
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Seed 

 

Sleeping in a blanket 

of soil 

slowly cracking 

open, the tiny  

Sprout is escaping 

finally breaking 

the grassy shield 

to show off his 

 inner beauty. 

 

Time leaps by 

as he grows 

more beautiful. 

Time stops-- 

he stops growing. 

People stop to  

admire one, 

which was once 

just a 

seed. 

 

Logan Powell 

 

Class of 2017 

 

We are the grade that 

Got up and left class at 10:20 

Got “special counseling” for our behavior 

Got stuck with bedbugs in D.C. 

Got the reputation as the worst class ever 

We are the grade that 

Got the high test scores 

Got the high hopes                    

Got the high standards            

Got the best teachers             

 

 

We are the grade that 

Will have ups and downs 

Will never give up 

Will make history 

Will be the best  

 

Kristin Moniz 
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Eerie Presence 
 

Light streaming in from a tiny window 

Dazzling 

Flecks of dust swirl through the light 

Floating 

Behind it a silhouette appears 

Spontaneously 

Long, white, vintage dress, almost rustic 

Blonde 

She stares at me deeply with a poker face 

Pale 

Her motionless body barely seen in the dim light 

Translucent 

I stare back into darkness, squinting 

Gone 

Now it’s me, just me, yet something more lingers 

Silence 

But her beauty still has presence in the eerie attic 

Silence 

 

Nikki DelGardo 
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26 Little Angels 

 

We live in world full of hatred 

Cruelty 

And unkindness 

 

But through all this are children 

Little souls that tramp through our hearts 

Making us smile 

And laugh 

We all thought they would grow up to be happy, successful men and women 

But because of one man’s actions all changed 

 

Because of all this hatred 

26 new angels fly in the sky 

 

Although your lives were cut short 

We will never forget you 

You have impacted lives not only in Newtown and the United States 

But all over the world 

Forever your names will live on 

 

We will mourn you deaths 

Yes 

But we will also take action 

To make sure this 

Never 

Happens 

Again 

 

May you 

Rest in peace… 

 

Alexis O’Rourke 
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The Road 

 

Thousands of feet have traipsed  

Hundreds of cars have whisked  

Every footprint 

Every tire track 

Remains engrained in the golden dust of my road 

 

Generations, I have watched 

Many worlds within this one 

Yet I remain unnamed, unnoticed 

No street sign to mark my existence 

 

But I have witnessed 

I have experienced 

More than anyone can know 

 

I've heard the songs floating  

Floating out from the radios of your open car windows 

I've listened to you, oh weary travelers 

I've heard your voices and the stories that you've told 

 

I bear the heat for you 

The sun's persistent glare always projecting on my barren path 

The howls of wild animals from many miles away 

And the chirping of the crickets - the sweet singing of the birds 

My constant companions 

 

The loneliness, the emptiness 

Slithers up at night 

No more voices 

No more vehicles  

Just the glow of a firefly remains to light my path 

 

This is when I, the old dirt road in the middle of nowhere, think 

Memories of the travelers and the voices  

From the years  

The decades 

And generations past 

Prepare me for the travelers and the voices 

In the years 

The decades 

And the generations 

To come 

 

Anna Bishop 


